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A CLASS OF C*-ALGEBRAS

HORST  BEHNCKE AND  WOLFGANG  BÖS

Abstract. In this paper we present a construction of C*-

algebras based on a countable system of subsets of a countable set.

The properties of such algebras are described in terms of this system

of sets.

In [1] Behncke, Krauss and Leptin suggested a generalization of their

construction of C*-algebras. In this note this program is carried through

and all results of [1] are extended to this more general case.

This note is organized as follows: In the first part we construct for a

given system M of subsets of a countable set m0 a C*-algebra 2l(M). Then

the properties ofH(M) for a finite m0 are studied. These results are the key

to the remainder. With their aid the general case can be investigated. We

conclude this note with two examples.

Throughout all sets will be countable and all Hilbert spaces will be

complex separable spaces. If H is a Hilbert space, the algebra of all

compact (bounded) linear operators will be denoted by R(H) (23(£f)). The

term ideal always means closed two sided ideal. If m is a set, the com-

plement of m will be denoted by m'.

I. Let m0 be a countable set and let M be a countable system of subsets

of m0. For any m<^m0 let m denote the set of all functions on m with values

in {0, 1, 2,. . .} and finite support. Then every decomposition of m0 into

subsets m andm', m0=m\jm', induces a decomposition ofw0, m0 = m xm .

Thus with Hm = l2(m) we get

H = Hmo = Hm® Hm,    for all m <= m0.

With this define &»=!# <8>Ä(J?«>) and Ä,„o = (0). Then %(M) will denote

the C*-algebra of operators on H, which is generated by all &TO with

me M. If Nez M then 91 (¿V) denotes the subalgebra of 9I(A£) which is

generated by all i\„ with n e N. Throughout this paper M will be fixed.

Since M is countable, %(M) is separable. The algebras Rm satisfy the

relations
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If n0=f]meM m?¿ 0 , we can split off from every x e 'ií(M) the common

tensorfactor lHn . Thus without loss of generality we may restrict M by the

conditions

(2) m, n e M => m n n e M   and     Ç\ m = 0.
me M

-ru u mThen we can show as in [I].

Theorem 1.    %(M) acts irreducibly on H.

II.   Throughout this section we assume that m0 is a finite set.

Lemma 1. Let x=ymeV/xOT with x,„ £ 5*tm and let n be a maximal

element of {m £ M\xmj±0}. Then |x|^|x„|.

Proof, (a) Since|xx*| = |x|2 and since« is maximal, we may assume

x2:0 and x„^0. Let y e Rn be the spectral projection of x„ for the eigen-

value |x„|. Then |x|^|j?x_y| and |x„| y—yxny. Thus it suffices to show

|jx_y|_|x,J, and we may assume even yxy=x and xn=y. Since yx„,y e

RmFiStn we have xTO5¿0 only if m<=«. Considering the construction of

yt(M) we may therefore write m0={l, ■ • ■ ,j) and « = {1, • • ■ ,/—1},

(b) Thus we have ZY= &i=x Hi and Hm= <g)¿em Ht with Ht = l2(N). Since

^m='// ®(®!Em-^(7/,)) we can find for each xm with w<=« and e>0 an

element x'm e 'ií(M) with the properties:

(i) x'm is a finite sum of elements of the form lu ®(®iem- x¿) where

(ii) yx'my=x'm,

(iii) each x¿ £ R(H¡) has finite rank,

(iv) \xm-x'm\<e2~i.

Thus for i e m there exists a projection p, m e St(H{) such that

^■H{i).®Pi.m)x'm=x'm. For i e m0 let now p¿ = \/ p¡ mE R(H¡) where the

join is taken over all m with ¡' £ m. Because of (ii) we can even achieve

^Hß>Pi=y- For me M let now pm=lHm®(®iem' PU e &m- Then all pm

commute and the projection pf]„rt (y —pm)e 9((m) satisfies px'mp=0

for all m with wç« and xnp=p^Q.

(c) Thus we have \x\^\pxp\^\pxnp\-ytln^n \p(xm-x'm)p\>\x„\-e.

Since g>0 is arbitrary we have |x[^|x„|.

With the same arguments as in [1] we can now show:

Corollary. Every xe'ÍÍ(M) has a unique expansion x=2»,e.vXm

with xm £ ftm.

Now let 3 be an ideal in %(M). If for some « £ M we have Rnr\3¿¿(0),

then ft„c3, Hence we may define the set MÇS) = {m e M|5\„,c3}. Due

to (1), M(3) satisfies

(3) m e MÇS), nE M => m n n £ A/(3).
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Subsets of M with (3) we call therefore ideal systems. Conversely if /V<= M

is an ideal system, the algebra S2I(/V) is an ideal of %(M). This follows easily

from the corollary. Now let 3 be a primitive ideal and assume A/(3)'

contains two distinct minimal elements mx and m2. Then the algebras

3,- = 3+ftm. with /=1,2 are ideals with 3i ■ 32=3. This however is

impossible [2, 2.11.4]. Hence in this case A/(3) satisfies in addition to (3):

(4) m,ne M(3)' => m n n e M(3)'.

Here M(3)' denotes the complement of A/(3). Ideal systems with (4) we

call thus/?-ideal systems.

Lemma 2. (i) There is a one to one correspondence between p-ideal

systems and primitive ideals. If 3 is a primitive ideal, M(3) is a p-ideal

system and 3=9I(A/(3)).

(ii) Let Nez M be a p-ideal system and let n0 be the minimal element in N',

then 'H(N) is a primitive ideal of%(M) and we have N=M(%(N)). Further-

more

(5) %(M) = %(N) 0 %(N')    and   9t(M)/ÎI(A7) g¿ îl(A/') £¿ 9I(A/¿),

where N¡, = {n C\n'0\n e N'} is considered as a system of subsets ofn'0.

Moreover we have, for any .v=2„siM- xn with xn e i\„,

(6) |x| £ 2x»

Proof, (i) Clearly $Í(M(3)) <= 3 and if inequality holds, there exists an

element 0?ix=2„eM(3), x„<=3. Since 3 is primitive, M(3)' has a single

minimal element n0 due to (4). Let y e 5\„ , then xy e Rn n3. If xy^O then

i\„ <=3 or n0 e M(3). This however is impossible, because «0eM(3)'.

Hence we have Rn ■ x=0. Let Ar=/Vf(3); then each z e ')Í(N') has the form

lHn ®z=z. The isomorphism z-+z amounts to a representation of %(N') as

■¿[(/Vó), with N¿ as above. The image of i\„ under this isomorphism is the

algebra of all compact operators. Hence i\„  ■ x=0 implies x=0.

(ii) The corollary above shows s2I(A/)=91(Ar)©?I(A7')- The canonical

homomorphism 7r: 5Í(M)—<-9I(M)/9I(Ar) maps 'H(N') faithfully, because 7r is

faithful on Ä„0. Hence «(AO/^W^«^'). The isomorphism ?t(¿V')^

51(^0) follows with the arguments of (i). This shows also |x|_^7r(x)| =

\Ine.x>xn\ or (6).

Corollary. There is a one to one correspondence between ideals of

%(M) and ideal systems. For any ideal 3 we have 3 = 9I(A/(3)) and for any

ideal system N we have N=M(%(N)).
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Proof. The ideal 3 is the intersection of the primitive ideals 3,, which

contain it, 3=flLi3, with A:<oo. Then M(3) = H?=i M(3¡) and
ît(M(3)) = nLi^(^(3i)) = nti3i=3- The other statement is shown
similarly.

The algebra 5Í(AF) contains primitive ideals, which can be described

easily in terms of M.

Definition. For each« £ M, let Nn={m e M\n<tm} and let 3,(=9I(/V„).

Since N„ is a/>ideal system, 3n is a primitive ideal. One shows easily that

the map y:M—»-Prim %(M) defined by ^(«)=3„ is order preserving. Due

to (5) of Lemma 2 each primitive ideal of 'ñ(M) has such a form. Hence

M and Prim 'il(M) are order isomorphic. More generally it is an easy

consequence of our construction that order isomorphic systems Mx and

M2 with (2) lead to isomorphic algebras %(MX) and ?I(M2). Hence the

properties of 'H(M) depend only on the partial order properties of M. This

holds even if m0 is infinite and if M is finite.

III. Now let m0 be a countably infinite set and let M be a countable

system of subsets of m0. Keeping the notation of (II) we can show now

Lemma 3.    Let Nez M be a p-ideal system. Then

(1) %(M) = *il(N) © %(N')

and every x £ ti(M) has a unique decomposition x=xx+x2 with xx £ 'il(N),

x2 e m(N') and

(8) |x| ^ |x2|.

Proof. Let x e%(M) be an element with a finite expansion x=2 xn

with xneStn. Then x has an obvious decomposition x=xx+x2 with

xx e yi(N) and x2 £ îl(N'). Then |x|^|x2| is an easy consequence of (6).

Since the set of elements with such a finite expansion is dense in 9I(M) the

general result follows easily as in [1] with some Cauchy-sequence argument.

Theorem 2. (i) Let 3 be a primitive ideal. Then A/(3) is a p-ideal system

a«d«(M(3))=3.
(ii) sil(M)/3^2I(M(3)')£^i(M(3)0) „fore M(3)0={wn«0|w £ A/(3)'}

is considered as a system of subsets of n'0 with «o=ilii6.M(3)' "•

(iii) If N<^M is a p-ideal system, then s)i(N) is a primitive ideal and

N=MCH(N)).

Proof, (i) If A/(3) does not satisfy (4) then there exist nx and n2 in

M(3)' with nxC\n2 e M(3). Then let 3i be the ideal which is generated by 3

and all SKn with n^nx. Similarly define 32. Then 3^3!, 3?*32 and

3X ■ 32=3, which is impossible. Now let n denote the canonical homo-

morphism 'SWit/3. Then ker tt^^MÇS)) and n is faithful on each Rn
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with n e Aí(3)'. Since iV/(3) is a p-ideal system, 77 is a faithful homo-

morphism on all xe9t(M(3)') with a finite expansion, x=JineM(3y xn.

Hence because of the density of such elements in ït(M(3)'), n is faithful on

9l(M(3)') or 3 = ker tt=2I(M(3)).
(ii) This shows also 9I(M)/3^UI(M(3)'). The remainder of (ii) is

shown as in the finite case.

(iii) Lemma 3 shows 9I(M) = 9I(A/)0'2r(/V'). As in (ii) we see

*(A0/*(Ws-«KAr)as*(AO,

where N¿ = {m rin'0\m e N'} is considered as a system of subsets of n'0, with

n0=f]neA, n. Due to Theorem 1, 51 (/VÓ) acts irreducibly on Hn¡;. Hence

%(N) is primitive. The relation N^M{%(N)) is obvious and the reverse

inclusion is a simple consequence of Lemma 3.

Lemma 4. Let 3 <= %(M) be an ideal and let x e 3 be an element with a

finite expansion x=2 xm with xm e Stm. Then Rm<^3 if xm^0.

Proof, (a) Let M0 c M be the smallest system of subsets of m0 which

is closed under intersection and contains all m with xmj^0. M0 is finite and

/=3n91(M0) is an ideal of $l(M0) with x e /. By the corollary of Lemma 2

we have for / with respect to 1l(M0) the equation J=%(M(J)). Hence

Ämc/ifxm7iO.

Lemma 5.    Let 3 be an ideal ofH(M) and let n e M then 3<£ 3„ ijf&„ c 3.

Proof, (a) If ft„c3 then 3<£3„ because 5\re<£3„. Conversely let

3<£3„; then there exists anx=x' + x" e3 withx' 6 3n and O^x" e ît(iV^)

(Lemma 3). Due to (ii) of Theorem 2, there exists ay e j\„ with x"y¿¿0.

Then xy=x'y+x"y e 3 and x"y e Rn. Hence we may assume without loss

of generality O^x" e Rn. Considering xx* e 3 if necessary we can even

achieve x"_0. Let^ be the spectral projection of x" for the eigenvalue |x"|.

Replacing x by (l/|x"|)<7Xc7 if necessary we achieve x=x' + x" with x"=q

and x'=qx'q.

(b) By (i) of Theorem 2, there exists aye ^(N^ with a finite expansion

y='Zym with yme&m such that \x'—y\<\ and such that qyq=y. Let

M0<= M be the smallest system of subsets of M0 which is closed under

intersection and contains n and all m for which ym^0. As in the proof (b)

of Lemma 1 determine now a projection p e $t(M0) such that \pyp\<\

and such that p=q + r with qrq=r e 3„n2t(A/0). Then we have pxp =

px'p+pe3 and \px'p\^\p(x'-y)p\ + \pyp\<i. Then

00

z =p + 2 (/?*»"(-l)"e9l(M)    and    z(p + px'p) = p e 3.

Now Lemma 4 shows ft„c3.
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Corollary.    <W(3)' = {w eM|3<=3J.

Lemma 6.    For every ideal 3 of%(M) we have 3 = nns.if(3)' -3„.

Proof.    Due to the corollary it suffices to show 3 = p)3c:3n 3„.

Since 3 is the intersection of all primitive ideals which contain 3

[2, 2.9.7] it suffices to show the lemma for primitive ideals only. Thus let 3

be primitive and let J=C\neMW 3„. Then the canonical homomorphism

tt:%(M)^%(M)/J is faithfuí on 3l(A/(3)')- Hence /c^ and 7=3 because

3<=/is trivial.

Theorem 3. There is a one to one correspondence between ¡deals of%(M)

and ideal systems. For an ideal 3 we have 3=9I(A/(3)) and for an ideal

system N we have N=M(%(N)).

Proof, (a) Let 3 be a nontrivial ideal. Then M(3)?í0, because

otherwise 3<= p|nel/3„. In this case let xe3 and lete>0 be arbitrary.

Then there exists a y e %(M) with a finite expansion y= 2 ym such that

\x—y\<e. Let n=f]y ^0 m then computing modulo 3„ we get, by (8),

\(x—y)mod 3n| = |_y|<e. Hence |x| <2e or x = 0 since e>0 was arbitrary.

(b) îl(M(3))c3 is an ideal of %(M). Since M(«(A/(3))) = M(3) we

have, by Lemma 6, 9t(M(3))=n«eM(3)< 3„=3.
(c) The relation M(<Ï[(N)) = N is trivial.

Corollary. %(M) has maximal (minimal) nontrivial ideals iff M has

maximal (minimal) elements.

As in [1] we show now:

Theorem 4.    (i) SK(M) is antiliminal iff M has no minimal element.

(ii) %(M) is postliminal iff for every p-ideal system Ncz M, the set N' has a

minimal element.

As in (II) define now the map xp:M—»-Prim %(M) by defining y(ri) =

3„='3I(Aril) with Nn — {m £ M\n<£m}. Then ip defines an order preserving

injection of M into Prim 'H(M). By (ii) of Theorem 3, f is onto iff ?((M) is

postliminal.

IV. Let M be the set of all finite subsets of ¿V={0, 1, 2, • • •} and let

N^M be a /7-ideal system. Since there are only finitely many elements

below each n e N', the set N' has a unique minimal element. Hence ?I(AF)

is postliminal and Prim %(M) is order isomorphic to M.

Now let M be the set of all proper cofinite subsets of N and let Na M be a

/>ideal system. Since there are only finitely many elements of M above each

n e N, the set N contains maximal elements. Let « be a maximal element of

TV, then, due to (4), « is a maximal element of M. Thus n has the form
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n = N—{j}=n¡. Let nt, nt , • • • ht the set of maximal elements of N. Then

N={m e M\ik$m for some k) and N' = {m e M\{ix, i2, ■ ■ -}<^m}. Con-

versely let/? be a subset of N; then Np={m e M\p<tm} is a p-ideal system

and 3J,=9I(Ar„) is a primitive ideal. Hence %(M) is antiliminal and

Prim 2t(A£) is order isomorphic to the power set of N. In particular

%(M) has minimal nontrivial primitive ideals, even though M has no

minimal elements.
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